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Introduction:  One of the most important indica-

tors of an asteroid’s mineralogy is the presence or ab-

sence of absorption features at ~0.9 and ~1.9 µm due 

to olivine and/or pyroxene.  The wavelength positions 

of these features are indicative of the chemical compo-

sition of these minerals.   

However, there is no standard way of determining 

band centers and their associated errors.  Storm [1] 

developed a routine for determining Band I centers by 

fitting the bottom third of the band with a second-order 

polynomial.  In his method, initially only the three low-

est reflectance points in the band are fit.  The reflec-

tance minimum and corresponding wavelength are then 

solved for.  All reflectance values are then randomly 

resampled using a Gaussian distribution of the given 

uncertainty for each reflectance value.  This 

resampling, fitting, and determining band minima is 

done 100 times.  Then the number of points in the band 

that are to be fit are expanded and the fitting procedure 

is repeated until the whole bottom one-third of the 

band is fit.  The mean band minimum is then deter-

mined by averaging all calculated wavelength positions 

of the band minima.  A standard deviation for each 

band minimum can then be calculated.  I have devel-

oped a MATLAB® program for determining Band I 

and II centers for S-type asteroid spectra based pri-

marily on the method of Storm [1] but with a few mod-

ifications that hopefully improve on his method.   

Program:  The MATLAB program inputs the 

wavelength, reflectance, and error values of a spec-

trum.  Fourth order polynomials are first fit over the 

maxima at ~0.7, ~1.5, and ~2.5µm to determine peak 

positions.  The continua over Band I and Band II are 

then divided out using the maxima as tangent points.  

The bottom one-third of each band is then fit with a 

second-order polynomial and the wavelength of the 

band minima is determined.   All reflectance values are 

then randomly resampled using a Gaussian distribution 

of the given uncertainty for each reflectance value.  

After the resampling, the bottom one-third of each 

band is then fit.  This resampling is then done 999 

times for each band.  A mean band minimum and a 

standard deviation for each band can be determined 

from all calculated wavelength positions of the band 

minima.  This program was previously used in a study 

of near-Earth asteroids [2]. 

The program then calculates whether the band min-

ima are consistent with H, L, and/or LL chondrites.  

The band minima ranges of the ordinary chondrites are 

determined from the spectra used in the Dunn et al. [3] 

study.  For objects with band minima consistent with 

ordinary chondrites, the average fayalite (Fa) and fer-

rosilite (Fs) contents are also calculated by the program 

from the Band I center positions using formulas de-

rived by Dunn et al. [3].  The uncertainties are 1.3 

mol% for the calculated Fa contents and are 1.4 mol% 

for the calculated Fs contents.  No temperature correc-

tions are done to the asteroid band minima.   

Results:  I have calculated the Fa and Fs contents 

(Table 1) for a number of asteroids that have band po-

sitions consistent with ordinary chondrites.  Spectra 

were taken from the SMASS (Small Main-Belt Aster-

oid Spectroscopic Survey) website.  The derived min-

eralogies can be compared to the Fa and Fs ranges for 

ordinary chondrites [4].  Hebe and Massalia have Fa 

and Fs contents very similar to H chondrites.  Hebe has 

been previously linked to H chondrites by Gaffey and 

Gilbert [5].  Juno and Hecuba have Fa and Fs contents 

very similar to L chondrites.  Eunomia and Ariadne 

have Fa and Fs contents very similar to LL chondrites.  

Koronis and Lacrimosa have Fa and Fs contents similar 

to both H and L chondrites.  Ausonia has Fa and Fs 

contents similar to both L and LL chondrites.   

 

Table 1.  Calculated Fa (mol%) and Fs (mol%) con-

tents for asteroids with assumed ordinary chondrite 

mineralogies. 

Asteroid  Fa  Fs Family  

(3) Juno   23.5 19.8 Juno 

(6) Hebe   18.2 16.0 

(15) Eunomia  30.6 25.1 Eunomia 

(20) Massalia  15.5 14.1 Massalia 

(43) Ariadne  28.8 23.7 Flora 

(63) Ausonia  25.5 21.3 Vesta 

(108) Hecuba  23.6 19.9 Hygiea 

(158) Koronis  18.6 16.3 Koronis 

(208) Lacrimosa  18.5 16.2 Koronis  

 

Conclusions:  A MATLAB program has been writ-

ten to determine band centers with uncertainties from 

S-type asteroid spectra.  The program is available at 

http://www.tomburbine.com/.  Any comments or sug-

gestions for the program will be greatly appreciated.   
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